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SPLICE® is an award-winning, full-service post-production studio with artists in Atlanta and Minneapolis,
supported by a robust technical and producing team. We partner with filmmakers, production companies,
networks, agencies and other content creators to tell visually-compelling stories across all platforms,
including feature films, episodic television, advertising and events.
Security
We are approved Tier-1 with media companies and networks that demand the highest levels of content security.
Our facility and staff use multi-layered protocols, established best practices and industry standard tools to
ensure transfers, storage and deliveries are secure and safe.
Visual Effects
Our visual effects artists and supervisors can help you tell bigger and more realistic stories, through pre-production
and pre-visualization, on-set supervision, asset creation, animation, CGI, rotoscoping and compositing.
Motion Design
From show opens and complete packages, to logo design and animation, to digital signage and corporate
communications, our motion design and motion graphics artists will make your storyboard move.
Editorial
Our creative editors are accomplished storytellers who’ve cut feature-length narrative, documentary, television,
commercial, and music videos. They’ll seamlessly integrate your project with VFX, color and sound to make your
post experience inspiring and efficient.
Color Grading
We will help you find exactly the right look to convey the emotion of your story. From pre-production to finish,
we work closely with your team to customize advanced workflows, choose formats and understand color spaces—
all with an eye to how your project will translate to the latest broadcast display technologies and digital cinema.
Sound
Our sound designers breathe life into your story through performance-based foley, authentic natural sound
capture and euphonious final mixes. We offer three 5.1 surround mix rooms, two VO booths and a large
recording space equipped with a diverse collection of microphones and great sounding pre-amps.
Finishing + Delivery
ABC/Disney, AMC, The CW, Netflix, Hulu, Epix, History Channel, A&E, Fox News, MSNBC and Discovery all trust
us with their content and so can you. We’ll master your project to match the strictest broadcast and theatrical
specifications, while meeting network and MPAA security standards.
Remote Color + Review
We put real-time review as close to the decision-makers as possible, to save you time and stretch your budget. We
can design a custom solution for your production including monitor calibration and system integration. Our real-time
streaming option can be used for all aspects of the post process from edit and color to visual effects approvals.
Dailies
Splice creates dailies to your specs with fast turnaround and secure, studio-approved access, anywhere in
the world. On set, near set or in editorial, we can design custom workflows to bridge production and postproduction, and get your work into the hands of your post team quickly and securely.
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CLIENTS AND PARTNERS

NAICS: 512191, 541430, 512240
UNSPSC: 45111805, 45111814, 45121704, 82140000
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